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1. Introduction

The Internet has witnessed an unprecedented growth in both scale and

capacity over the last couple of decades. This network of machines, which

originally served to connect a few government offices and laboratories,

now serves millions of users around the world. It is now being used as

a world-wide broadcasting service, an information dissemination mech-

anism, and as a collaboration service between individuals without geo-

graphic restriction 1. To perform such broad functions on a global scale,

the Internet has evolved from a client-server based computing machine to

a data-based planet-scale sharing tool. Two things accelerated this evo-

lution: the social media and mobile technology. These two developments

have caused the Internet to be at the heart of our personal, social, and

business communications, resulting in data growth on a huge scale. Ac-

cording to the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the Internet

was used by 2.5 billion people in 2011 [133], while in the same year Cisco

estimated global Internet traffic to be 31 Exabytes per month [30], with a

global IP traffic projection of 110 Exabytes per month by 2016.

With this scale of growth, the Internet is also changing its nature. When

it was first conceptualized in a series of memos [78] written by J.C.R. Lick-

lider explaining his “Galactic Network” concept, the Internet was thought

of as a globally connected set of computers through which everyone can

access necessary data. The idea later flourished through the work of

DARPA [37], and with the help of revolutionary work by Kleinrock [69, 70]

on packet switching theory. In addition to that, parallel work at the RAND

group [18] and the NPL group [39, 38] also furthered the idea of intercon-

nected machines for distributed communication independently. Getting

access to important information stored in secure servers in an intercon-

1http://www.internetsociety.org/internet/what-internet/history-internet/brief-
history-internet
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Introduction

nected network was the primary use of the Internet for decades. The

mechanics of the network were designed and engineered with this ap-

plication in mind. However, with time and with the emergence of new

applications over the Internet, the nature of usage has changed. From

being a tool to communicate with remote servers for performing proces-

sor intensive jobs and retrieving the results, the Internet has become a

tool to share and access content irrespective of its location. Thus, from

being a client-server model, the Internet has evolved into what is called a

content-eyeball-transit [73] model.

To enable the refreshed usage of the Internet, the mechanics used as

building blocks also evolved. Whereas, powerful servers were once well-

defined with respect to their location, the location is now becoming less

and less important. Application layer search engines (e.g. Google, Bing,

Yahoo, etc.) do the heavy lifting in terms of finding the location of a par-

ticular content by conveniently crawling through the whole Internet so

that the end users can be aware of the content name without necessarily

knowing its location in the network. These search engines perform their

task by indexing all the content in the Internet along with its location,

and performing a search on this database upon request. The underlying

network is not aware of content, and the routing and switching mecha-

nism just works on the address of the server which hosts the content. In

addition to this, the content providers have also resorted to different solu-

tions to make content more readily available for the users. Solutions such

as web cache, content delivery network (CDN) are some examples.

A web cache is a temporary storage usually set up by network adminis-

trators and is used to reduce bandwidth usage, server load, and lag time.

A cache is usually set up as a bump-in-the-wire device where it intercepts

web requests and stores the response content locally so that the cache can

serve any future request for the same content without forwarding the re-

quest upstream. Web caches are usually local, and content providers do

not have any control over the local caches. On the other hand, the con-

tent providers also strive to increase the availability of their content and

decrease the perceived lag from the user’s perspective. CDN–an intercon-

nected set of caches placed in geographically strategic positions to deliver

content fast and efficiently–usually serves this purpose. It effectively du-

plicates the content and places it in scattered geographical locations in

order to use proximity to the best advantage. Content owners usually

purchase the services from CDN providers and let their content be dupli-
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Introduction

cated in different servers of the CDN. Subsequently, any request for the

content is redirected to the CDN servers and served from there, relieving

the original content server.

While web caches and CDNs are widely deployed and used in commer-

cial content delivery, Internet researchers are busy trying to reinvent the

Internet to better suit its renewed use. Information Centric Networks

(ICN) [7] is one such clean-slate design of the Internet where the content

is at the center of any operation. ICN takes into account the fact that the

users are not interested in server addresses any longer; rather the con-

tent is what they want. To cater to this need, ICN performs routing based

on the content name instead of the address. This idea removes the need

for application layer search engines as the network itself will perform the

search for the content and fetch it for the user. There have been many

contemporary ICN proposals [71, 36, 63, 109], each having their own ar-

chitecture and primitives. However, the common part of each proposal is

how the information in the Internet is identified. Instead of the typical IP

addresses and server based URLs, ICN uses unique identifiers for each

piece of content irrespective of where it originated from. Most of the ICN

proposals also have the functionality to generate the identifiers in such

way that the same contents will always get the same identifier, regard-

less of whether they originate from the same server. Many proposed ICN

architectures also allow built-in caches [84, 68, 66] where content frag-

ments are cached in the on-path routers and are served from the cache

when necessary. ICN caches are intrinsically different from those of the

current Internet. Since the contents in the ICN are identified by a con-

tent name and not by the server address, a particular piece of content can

still be served to the end user from the cache, even if the original content

server is offline. Additionally, as the caching schemes of the ICN usually

retain content based on popularity, the availability of a piece of content

can be almost guaranteed as long as its popularity exists above a certain

threshold. A similar feature is also achieved in the current Internet by

means of CDNs, where the original content server does not have to be on-

line to make the content available. However, CDN is not a feature of the

network itself; rather it is an overlay.

Most of the above caching schemes in the contemporary Internet and in

ICN depend on caching on the path of the communication2. While this

2On-path caching usually means caching on the cheapest path from the end-
user to the content server, while off-path means outside the default path from
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mode of operation performs better in terms of responsiveness and delay,

it demands heavy duplication of the cached content so that most of the

on-path communications are through the cache.

Although caching and other techniques such as CDN work quite well

in distributing content across the world, these techniques are mostly de-

signed for unicast traffic where the content is delivered to one person at a

time. However, in many cases multicast, where the content is simultane-

ously delivered to multiple parties, is more efficient than unicast. In the

cases of content broadcast (e.g. TV and radio channels), popular content

delivery, etc., multicasting allows better use of the network bandwidth by

transmitting only one copy of the content as far as possible. The stan-

dardized solution for content multicasting is IP multicasting [42, 56, 33].

However, the standards require that the on-path network elements sup-

port multicasting, which renders its use quite limited as the support is not

widespread, and without support throughout the packet path, it does not

work. Consequently, many multicasting solutions depend on application

layer multicasting to ensure that there is no dependency on the network

elements in the middle. There has been a lot of research done in the past

decade to explore and analyze the efficacy of different application layer

multicasting content delivery methods, including server based ones and

peer to peer (P2P) solutions [57, 117, 124]. In addition to the bandwidth

saving properties of such multicasting technologies, these methods also

affect the overall power consumption level of the processing network ele-

ments (e.g. routers, due to less packet processing during content delivery)

and the data centers storing them (as it is not necessary to store copies of

the same data in multiple data centers). The power usage for data cen-

ters has grown exponentially, with data centers being responsible for up

to 1.5% of total US electricity consumption in 2007 according to the US

EPA [135]. Moreover, by 2012, the U.S. Department of Energy expects the

cost of power for data centers to exceed the cost of the original capital in-

vestment [134]. Effective use of a multicasting system allows the content

distributors to cut the power usage of the data centers, and the end users

to use an energy efficient network interface to download content.

In recent years, with the exponential increase in content consumption,

the load on the data centers for CDNs and web caches has increased. Al-

though, a major portion of the content follows the “long tail” effect [14],

a time limited temporal effect causing content to be dramatically popular

the end-user to the server.
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Introduction

for a short period of time before sliding back to the tail end of the long tail

curve. Content providers can predict and utilize this temporal effect and

benefit in terms of downlink bandwidth savings and energy preservation.

1.1 Motivation

Discussion in the previous section has revealed that both the core and the

edge networks carry excessive amount of redundant data to provide end

users a consistent and lag-free experience. The cost behind this redun-

dancy is manifested in a higher bandwidth requirement in network di-

mensioning, higher storage requirements for the caches and data centers,

a cost increase in leasing bandwidth from upper tier providers, higher pro-

cessing power consumption for the network elements, and higher energy

consumption for processing redundant traffic.

Redundant traffic comes in different flavors. Application layer redun-

dancy is the easiest to detect as the whole application layer object (e.g.

music file, text file, video file, etc.) is duplicated, and it can mostly be de-

tected by inspecting the object names. There has been numerous efforts to

optimize such detection [104, 85, 9, 102, 101], both in web caching and in

the CDN area. However, there has been a less explored variant of data re-

dundancy where the detection is not so straightforward. Such redundancy

is called the packet level redundancy or data level redundancy as this can

only be detected by going under the hood and inspecting the raw data

chunks for partial matches. There have been a few research activities

done around this type of redundancy detection [11, 10, 126, 120]. How-

ever, the research was limited and did not explore the full possibilities

of such redundancy detection and elimination processes. Nevertheless,

the work has been very successful in igniting the interest of the research

community in independent redundancy elimination. Anand et. al. have

shown that the application-independent redundancy detection can detect

intrinsic similarities between two completely unrelated contents [11], and

it is possible to significantly reduce the load of the core network links by

detecting such redundancy and then removing it from the traffic. For

a transparent end user experience, the reduced traffic is usually recon-

structed downstream by using cached pieces of content from earlier traf-

fic. Although the efficacy of such redundancy elimination has been shown

in existing research works, the optimal use of it and the side effects of

such elimination processes were not analyzed completely. To be more spe-
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cific, redundancy elimination in such a way requires a certain amount

of metadata to be attached to each IP packet [10], which then consumes

the expensive bandwidth of the core network. Moreover, to process such

reduced data flow, each of the core routers needs to spend valuable pro-

cessing power to eliminate and then reconstruct the traffic. The effect of

such processing and the overhead metadata is not clearly understood at

this time. This thesis presents an analysis of the overhead incurred due

to the redundancy elimination process as discussed above, and proposes

a novel algorithm to reduce the overhead. In addition, this work also an-

alyzes the processing need for such an operation, and demonstrates how

the proposed algorithm reduces the processing need.

In addition to the redundancy elimination processes for existing IP traf-

fic in the Internet, the caching processes of the clean slate Internet paradigms,

such as the Information Centric Networking (ICN), are also reviewed.

ICN proposals usually have caching schemes built in within the network [63];

however, to deliver a better response time to the end users, the cache

space is utilized non-optimally, by filling the caches with duplicate pieces

of popular data. While this approach increases the end-user perception of

a lag-free network, it does not allow the use of the total cache space avail-

able for the network. Instead of storing duplicate data in many places,

controlling the storage mechanism will mean more content can be deliv-

ered from the cache, and the load of the origin server can be reduced. This

thesis work proposes such a cache network architecture where the cache

content duplication is minimized.

Moreover, as discussed in previous sections, the energy consumption of

the equipment connected to the Internet, including the routers, switches,

data centers, and end user terminals, consume a sizable amount of energy

today. By reducing the redundancy in the Internet, it is also possible to

reduce this power consumption, both in the routing and switching equip-

ment as well as in the end user equipment. While we can reduce the power

consumption in the core devices by reducing processed traffic, we can also

reduce the consumption at the end devices by making sure that less power

hungry interfaces are used to download data. Both of these goals can be

achieved by first introducing something such as IP multicast, and then

forcing end users to use less power hungry network interfaces.
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1.2 Problem Scope

The scope of this thesis work is to address the problem of redundant data

in the Internet in the form of duplicated data in the traffic flowing between

two parties, and in the form of duplicated data in the caches around the

world. The work looks at these problems from both the traditional TCP/IP

based Internet perspective and, in addition, the newer clean-slate ICN

point of view.

In the case of the traditional Internet, the caching schemes are not em-

bedded in the network (they are usually overlays), and thus are optimized

separately from the network. This study concentrates on improving the

traffic redundancy elimination processes in the case of the traditional In-

ternet. Existing solutions use substantial amount of metadata to enable

the downstream nodes to reconstruct the data. This work takes a closer

and more detailed look than that of typical caching overlays to discover

data level redundancy among traffic flows. That redundancy is then elim-

inated using a process which minimizes the processing and resource need

of the routing boxes.

On the other hand, information centric networks have built-in caching

schemes, which do not depend on any application layer overlays. However,

due to extensive in-network caching, the duplicacy among the caches is

high, causing a small proportion of data to occupy most of the cache space.

This duplication is found both within the autonomous system and across

them. This work addresses the problem of excess redundancy in the cache

space of ICN and proposes ideas to maximize the cache availability pa-

rameter of the network by the means of detours and clustering. The

solution proposal consists of both an intra-domain and an inter-domain

part, where either the autonomous systems implement the caching im-

provements locally, or the systems cooperate with each other to improve

caching parameters globally.

In addition, this dissertation also considers the current trend of large

scale content distribution and the abundance of handheld mobile devices,

and explores the problem space of energy efficiency in relation to the con-

tent consumption by end users. Recent trends in Internet content con-

sumption indicate a move to bigger content with higher quality while the

data speed of the air interfaces such as cellular networks is rising to be on

par. However, the capacity of the batteries in the cellular devices is not in-

creasing at the same rate to support these power hungry high-bandwidth
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interfaces. Thus, a common problem with today’s cellular devices is bat-

tery depletion. In addition, large scale content delivery to end- users with-

out proper optimization can also fill the pipe of the core network with

duplicate deliveries of the same content to multiple end-users. We also,

therefore, look at the possibilities of reducing this duplicacy while inspect-

ing the effect of such optimization on the battery life of the end devices.

1.3 Methodology

Analyzing a problem space and addressing a problem often can be done

in two different ways: by theoretically modeling the problem and math-

ematically solving it or by practically simulating the problem and then

testing different solution methods to measure how the solutions work in

comparison with the original. In this thesis, we employ the latter.

Extensive background research was performed to understand the cur-

rent solution space for the Internet data flow and the amount of unde-

tected redundancy in it. In addition, the solution proposals for the elimi-

nation of such redundancy were also reviewed. Using the input from the

study, this work then formulated an algorithm to optimize the redundancy

elimination mechanisms. A similar approach is also taken to understand

and analyze the current caching mechanisms in the ICN space. With that

background in mind, this work proposes a caching network architecture

and content retrieval algorithm to increase the cache capacity of the net-

work.

The proposed algorithms and architectures are then verified by a cus-

tom simulator which simulates a very large network similar to the Inter-

net, and then routes content requests and responses between node pairs.

Different measurement points can be defined in the simulator, which col-

lects several parameters of the routing operation such as the hop count,

server hit, cache hit, etc. In addition, several other contemporary caching

schemes were also implemented in the simulator for comparison purposes.

A network topology generator such as BRITE [82] was used for micro

experiments where different network topologies with specific properties

were used to demonstrate the capability of the proposed algorithms. Real

Internet topology from the CAIDA [58] Skitter dataset was used for macro

level measurements to demonstrate the applicability of the proposals in a

large scale network.

The size of the cache per node was varied according to the experimental
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need. We have also explored how different cache sizes affect the proposed

algorithm. However, in most cases, when drawing conclusion from the

experiments, we have tried to keep our cache sizes realistic (taking into

account research done on real world traffic, e.g., [50]).

In addition, for energy efficiency related experiments, the experiment

methods are comprised of practically measuring the energy consumption

of real world devices while experiments are ongoing. These practical

results are then compared with results derived from ideal consumption

models to reach a conclusion about the validity of the proposed method.

1.4 Contributions

The primary contributions of the thesis work are in its novel proposals for

reducing data redundancy from different parts of the Internet. We have

presented lightweight, energy efficient algorithms to address redundan-

cies in different parts of the network. We have explored novel caching

mechanisms to reduce redundancy in more recent clean-slate Internet ar-

chitectures such as the ICN. In addition to that, we have performed simu-

lations at a micro and macro level to demonstrate the applicability of the

proposed methods in different kinds of networks. The effect of data redun-

dancy on the energy consumption of hand-held devices was also analyzed.

The results of the research were presented in six different peer reviewed

publications.

Publication I presented a method of redundancy elimination for the cur-

rent Internet which is application independent, and reduces the need for

metadata in the redundancy elimination technique. The metadata pro-

cessing algorithm is designed so that, irrespective of the application layer

properties, duplicate data can be removed in the upstream routers, and

the data flow can be reconstructed at the downstream routers. In addi-

tion, the amount of information needed in the metadata was reduced to

optimize the overhead required for such elimination techniques. An ex-

tensive set of measurements were done to demonstrate the applicability

of such an algorithm in the network.

Publication II extends the aforementioned redundancy elimination tech-

nique and analyzes the algorithm from a resource utilization point of view.

The paper shows how the proposed algorithm reduces the processing need

of the intermediate routers while also lowering the memory access delay.

A novel caching technique is proposed in Publication III to reduce the
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amount of duplicated data stored in the cache. The technique is applicable

to the clean-slate Internet paradigm called the information centric net-

work. To enable gradual deployment of such cache optimization, the work

proposes an autonomous system (AS) level deployment plan. Through

this method, the content of the cache is distributed across the network in

such a way that instead of duplicating a particular piece of content many

times in the cache network to increase availability, the content is stored

once in a deterministic way to allow optimized use of the storage capac-

ity. Using this deterministic property, the routing detour is then used

to retrieve the data and maximize the cache hit. Publication IV extends

this concept and explores the possibilities of routing detours where the

content requests and responses are routed through non-optimal paths to

increase cache availability and hit rate. The paper presents extensive ex-

periment results analyzing the effect of different versions of the detour

mechanism. Publication V further elaborates on the idea of the detour

and tries to solve the problem of increased path length and possible con-

gestion. To this extent, this paper explores the possibilities of clustering

in the caching network so that the cache contents are deterministically

duplicated within the Internet. This should allow the content requestors

to find the nearest copy of the content in the cache and fetch it from there.

While redundancy elimination techniques and clever caching techniques

offer us a lowered volume of data in the core network, content distribution

techniques can also have an impact on the energy efficiency of handheld

end devices. To understand this, a content distribution technique is pro-

posed in Publication VI, which uses a collaborative content distribution

technique to reduce the use of energy-hungry interfaces in favor of more

efficient interfaces. The delivery of the content is optimized in favor of

minimizing duplicate downstream traffic. Thus, the proposed method re-

duces duplicacy in downstream traffic and, in addition, reduces the energy

efficiency of the participating clients. We performed extensive measure-

ments with real devices to understand the effect of such changes on the

power consumption of the devices and presented them in our publication.

In addition, we also proposed an economic model for the content distri-

bution mechanism where the end users are rewarded for choosing the

proposed method.
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1.5 Structure of the Thesis

The thesis is structured as a summary narrative of the work done during

the duration of the degree. We present a short introduction of the overall

work in Chapter 1. Then in Chapter 2 we present a thorough account

of the prior work done on this topic. Chapter 3 summarizes the overall

contribution this thesis presents.
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2. Background

This doctoral dissertation presents some efficient methods for reducing

data redundancy in the Internet. To provide a context for the reader con-

cerning the overall field of the dissertation, this chapter discusses the

Internet in general and then delves deep into the subject of data flow,

and data redundancy in the Internet. We also present the general data

dissemination models in the Internet along with necessary background

information on Information Centric Networking, a new paradigm for data

distribution. This chapter should provide the reader with the necessary

information to understand different types of redundant data in the Inter-

net and their implications.

2.1 The Internet

The Internet is a network of interconnected machines, routers, servers,

mobile devices, and more recently many consumer devices. It has rev-

olutionized the communications world from its very roots. It serves as a

worldwide multicasting technology, an information dissemination system,

a collaboration medium, a social interaction tool, and a universal means

of mobile communication. The idea that started as a series of memos by

J.C.R. Licklider of MIT [78] resulted eventually in ARPANET [116], end-

ing up as a series of interconnected machines on a global scale. During

the early period of the Internet, several research groups such as the ones

at MIT [78], at RAND [18], and at NPL [39] have independently started to

develop the idea of packet switching. The concepts were developed further

in ARPANET, and finally researchers demonstrated a successful working

packet-switched network in 1972. From that point on, the Internet has

become one of the most significant mediums of human communication in

history, and one of the most widely-used data storage mechanisms.
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Figure 2.1. OSI and TCP/IP Models and the protocols used in the different layers

In the modern world, the Internet is used for personal communication

(email, social networks), for entertainment (VoD, youtube, online radio),

for data sharing (photo, video), for data storage (cloud storage), for com-

putation (cloud computing), and for many other things. And all these

are based on the simple but elegant design of packet switching. In ad-

dition to the packet switching technology (which is defined in a protocol

called Internet Protocol or IP [61, 41]), there are several layers of proto-

cols running to ensure that this planet-scale distribution system works

like it does today. The stack of these protocols are defined according to

either the OSI model [151] or the TCP/IP model [123]. Both of these mod-

els specify layers of protocols that the end clients need to implement to

successfully communicate with each other. The TCP/IP model is mostly

a simplified derivative of the OSI model and is more relevant to the cur-

rent Internet. The relationship between the two models along with the

protocols used in each of the layers is depicted in Figure 2.1. Thus, when

talking about the Internet, we don’t talk only about the physical network

that encompasses the whole world, but instead about the entire stack of

protocols that enable us to share data with each other.

2.2 The Internet Architecture

Everything in the Internet, whether it is a photo or a music file, is repre-

sented by data packets. Several protocols such as ALOHANet [24], Eth-

ernet [83], IP [61, 41], TCP [106], UDP [105], etc., has been defined to fa-

cilitate interoperability between the machines participating in data com-

munication. In the following subsections, we will briefly discuss the usual

norms of the data communication in the Internet, and then describe the
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Figure 2.2. Core and Access Network

divisions of data network according to their role in data communication.

In addition to that, we will also discuss the communication model and its

evolution over time.

2.2.1 Core Network

The Internet was built by connecting small local area networks together.

These connecting links are collectively called the core network of the In-

ternet. Core network links are usually high capacity communication links

under the administration of network operators. This is the central part of

the whole network and facilitates data communication between the ser-

vice providers. This network carries the aggregation of the data served

by the access networks to the consumers. Thus, the total connectivity

and bandwidth requirement are much higher compared to a single access

network. A simple visualization is shown in Figure 2.2.

To transport the incoming traffic towards the correct destination, the

core network runs several routing protocols. Some protocols are optimized

for working well in smaller domains, while others are more suitable for

aggregating large scale routing information. We will briefly discuss some

routing algorithms in subsequent sections.

The aggregation of the traffic from many access networks causes a lot of

redundancy in the core network. As many of the content requests made

from the access network are requesting the same or similar content, a core

network without any redundancy detection serves the same content many

times over, causing bandwidth consumption of duplicate traffic. This sit-

uation is less problematic in access networks because usually access net-
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works are carrying traffic for a small set of subscribers and, thus, the

duplicacy is small. Moreover, as the links in core network carry substan-

tial amount of traffic from many end users, optimizing them also carries

a higher benefit.

2.2.2 Routing Protocols

Routers on the path of a data packet have the job of running routing al-

gorithms or protocols to route the packet to the correct destination via

the best path available. There are usually multiple paths from an origin

to the destination, and the best route is chosen according to different pa-

rameters such as the hop count, link speed, or cost of the path. Using

routing protocols, the routers gather information about the state of the

network. Such gathering can be done in two different ways: either the

routers know about the routers directly neighboring them, and they just

share information with them, or the routers gather a summary of infor-

mation about the whole Internet, and use that to plan a route across the

network. The first family of routing algorithms is called a distance vector

(DV), while the latter is called a link state (LS) algorithm. The DV algo-

rithms are based on Bellman-Ford [20] and Ford-Fulkerson algorithms,

while the LS algorithms are based on the Dijkstra algorithm [44]. How-

ever, the information tends to grow very quickly and the routing protocols

based on DV and LS get overwhelmed. To avoid this, the concept of hi-

erarchical routing was introduced. In hierarchical routing, routers are

classified in groups known as regions. The routers inside a region have

information about only the routers inside the region. The routers on the

border of the regions gather knowledge about other regions in a compact

form. Thus, the routing is divided into two different functionalities: intra-

domain routing, and inter-domain routing.

A typical example of intra-domain routing is OSPF [92], which is a LS

algorithm, and uses Hello messages to discover all the routers within a

domain through link state advertisements. Using these advertisements

each router of the domain creates the shortest path tree to every other

router. The tree connectivities are validated after each fixed time interval.

To support big domains, OSPF also has the concept of hierarchy built into

it. OSPF can divide a particular domain into areas, and then operate

inside the areas. The routing information of an area is summarized and

exchanged with other areas. There are other well-known and widely used

intra-domain routing protocols such as RIP, IS-IS [99], etc. Each has its
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advantages and disadvantages. However, OSPF is the most used one.

Regarding inter-domain routing, Border Gateway Protocol or BGP [115]

is the protocol of choice. BGP is a path vector protocol, meaning it provides

the whole path a particular packet should take to reach its destination.

However, it can be intuitively understood that, the path length can be very

long if the packet is sent across the world, and for a source router to know

the ID of all the routers across the whole path is not a realistic option

either. However, this is actually not a problem, as BGP does not deal

with router level path vectors, but works with autonomous systems or AS

(or the domain we talked about in the previous paragraph) level paths.

Thus, BGP defines which ASes a packet should pass through to reach

the destination. Routing inside each of those ASes will be determined by

the intra-domain routing running inside. To be able to handle the huge

amount of routes across the world, BGP works only with summary routes

where a very condensed piece of information specifies what a particular

AS can serve to the world. This information gets summarized even more

as the information propagates upwards in the domain ladder.

Using this intra- and inter-domain routing, the core network is able to

route the data from every corner of the world to any destination without

delay.

2.2.3 Access and Edge Network

An access network is the part of the network which connects the sub-

scribers with their service providers. In many cases, the access network

consists only of the part which is on the consumer side, whereas the part

on the access provider side that connects with the consumer is called the

edge network. An access network usually has a comparatively low band-

width requirement and carries data for individual customers. Thus, the

requirements for access network routers and other equipment are also

different from the rest of the network. Access networks often also are

comprised of authentication and authorization of the end user to validate

the end-users’ access rights to the network and the class of service to be

provided.

2.2.4 Data Flow

Now that we have discussed the parts of the network that carries the

data, let us take a look at how the data flows within the network. With
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Figure 2.3. Data flow mechanism in the Internet

the help of the TCP/IP protocol suit [61, 106], the Internet was designed to

be highly robust against failure of any section of the network. The data to

be sent over the network is first divided into smaller chunks called pack-

ets and then transmitted over the available routes to the destination. The

division procedure is based on the TCP/IP protocol suits and depends on

the capacity of the underlying physical network. Usually the physical

network has a capacity to carry a maximal sized packet, and the division

process respects that. The routing of packets to the destination operates

in many ways like a road network where an intelligent traffic system con-

trols which path will be taken by the incoming traffic, taking into account

congestion and cost. Data packets are routed through the least expensive

path to the destination, and the routing decision is made per hop, that

is, instead of making a decision about the whole path from source to des-

tination at the start, the path choice is done at each step of the routing

process. A good analogy can be made with the postal system. When de-

livering a post, usually the postal system just decides on the best route to

deliver to the next responsible post office instead of deciding on the whole

route. This distributed decision process makes the system lightweight,

more responsive to local congestion scenarios, and requires less internal

communication. The traffic police in the road analogy are equivalent to
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the router in the Internet. The router takes the decision about routing

the packets via the correct path to the next hop. Routers are also knowl-

edgeable concerning the routing policies that the operator wants to follow.

This allows the routers to operate in a very intelligent and economical

way. Several application layer protocols, such as OSPF [92], IS-IS [99]

and BGP [115], dictate the information flow between the routers to en-

sure that the routers are apprised of the routing situation elsewhere in

the Internet topology. However, these protocols do not directly affect the

transportation process of the data packets. In our previous postal system

analogy, we can think of the role of OSPF or BGP as an information shar-

ing system whereby the postal workers become familiar with the routes

within a particular city and the routes between it and other cities. The

transportation of the data packets is governed by protocols such as Eth-

ernet, IP and TCP. They make sure that the packets are delivered to the

correct address, and in many cases also ensure reliability of delivery. For

example, in case of a link failure the data is just sent over another section

of the Internet. Upon receipt of the data packets, the receiver reconstructs

the content based on the information encoded in the protocol headers. Any

failed or corrupt packet can be resent over the alternate paths. A visual

demonstration of the data flow in the Internet is shown in Figure 2.3.

The network which carries the data consists of different types of routers,

switches, and other network nodes linked by Ethernet links, fibers, mi-

crowave links, etc. For the sake of easy management and better under-

standability, the network is divided into various logical parts such as, the

Access network, the Core network, and the Edge network. In addition

to these network types, the data communication model between the con-

sumer and the producer can also be categorized according to this proce-

dure. We will discuss this more in the coming sections.

2.2.5 Client Server Model

The Internet, as an original concept, was started as a medium of client-

server communication, where the server provided centralized data and

computing power and was located at a fixed address, while the client con-

sumed that service by contacting the server’s address. In this model, the

server and its address were the most important information for the client

rather than the data that it wanted to consume [149].

This model of communication was very relevant during the period when

client machines were not very powerful and thus had to rely mostly on
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powerful centralized computers to provide services. The thin client model

was based on a very restricted availability of equipment with high com-

puting power. The cost and maintenance of those high end devices also

excluded general people from owning them. Thus, thin client machines

relied on buying services from a few powerful servers. However, the emer-

gence of more powerful and lower-priced machines caused this model to

quickly disappear. The reliance on servers, nonetheless, still exists today

although with the (key) difference that the client devices now rely on the

servers for content instead of computing power.

2.2.6 Content Eyeball Model

In recent years, the communication paradigm has shifted from the tradi-

tional client-server model towards a more content-eyeball-transit model [73,

80], where the ISPs are divided into three different types: content, eye-

ball, and transit [49]. Eyeball ISPs specialize in delivering content to the

last-mile consumers, that is, to hundreds of thousands of users. Examples

of such ISPs are Comcast, BBC, etc. Content ISPs provide hosting and

access for end users and commercial content providers such as Google,

Youtube, or Netflix. Typical examples of content ISPs are CDNs like Aka-

mai. A third class of ISP, called the transit ISPs are the ones that provide

transit services for other ISPs and naturally form a full mesh topology to

allow universal Internet access. Examples of such ISPs are usually Tier-1

ISPs such as Level-3, Qwest, etc. In the content-eyeball-transit model,

the content or data takes precedence over the location of the server. This

model of communication demonstrates a content-oriented paradigm, and

got its popularity due to the increased computing power in the client ma-

chines and the interest in content rather than its source.

In the contemporary world, where the consumers search and retrieve

content using search engines, VoD sites, etc., the location of the con-

tent provider is of hardly any importance from the consumer’s point of

view. Thus, the content centric paradigm has become the communica-

tion paradigm of choice in the current internet. In this paradigm, content

searching facilities (e.g. Google, Bing, Yahoo) take the central role in lo-

cating the content in the Internet. The end users interact with the search

facilities and consume the content returned by them, mostly irrespective

of where the data is originating from.
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2.3 Data Redundancy in the Network

As discussed in Section 2.2.1, the core network carries the aggregated

traffic of all the access networks connected to it. This creates a large

amount of redundancy in the network due to duplicated request for sim-

ilar contents from multiple consumers. In addition to this, data objects

(such as music, video, etc.) can also have internal redundancy [11, 45],

which is only discoverable by looking inside the data packets.

2.3.1 Traffic Aggregation Points

A complete end-to-end data flow from a server to a consumer encounters

several traffic aggregation points in the network. At those points, the

traffic from multiple downstream networks are aggregated in order to be

carried over a higher bandwidth network. For example, traffic coming

from the consumers is aggregated at the access network entry point, af-

ter which the traffic from the access networks is aggregated at the core

network entry point, and so on (see Figure 2.2). Each such aggregation

generates data duplicacy in the network. This duplicacy creates unnec-

essary data load on the network which, consumes expensive bandwidth

and generates latency. There have been many solutions to avoid such du-

plicacy, for example, edge caches and content delivery networks (CDN).

However, firstly, these solutions themselves generate a different type of

duplicacy where identical pieces of data are stored in multiple places of

the network, and secondly, they cannot detect the type of data duplicacy

where a part of a content object is duplicated in another content object.

Both of these problems are addressed in this dissertation and in the pub-

lications presented. The caching duplicacy can be alleviated by carefully

determining how to cache the objects and where, and then modify the

routing accordingly, while the redundancy detection can be improved by

carrying out an inspection at a level even more fine-grained than the ob-

ject level.

2.3.2 Object-level Redundancy

Popular duplicacy removal tools used in the Internet (e.g. web caches [122],

content delivery networks [97, 55], P2P caches [100]) deal with object level

and application level redundancy. These techniques can detect application

layer object requests from clients and serve them from local storage. In
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this context, the application layer object refers to objects such as music

files, video files, compressed files, text files, html files, etc. The detection

of duplicates is not done based on the content matching of the objects,

rather it is done based on the name of the objects. So, object naming is

very important in detecting duplicates in object-level redundancy detec-

tion. If two identical objects have different names, they are not detected

as duplicates.

In a typical access network, object level redundancy elimination can re-

duce a substantial amount of duplicate data because people in the same

organization or household tend to consume a similar type of data. For ex-

ample, the popular webpages (e.g. news portals, web based email, search

engines) often have images and other html content on the page, which is

retrieved whenever the page is accessed. With object level redundancy

elimination, these duplicate objects are not fetched multiple times from

the server. Rather, they are delivered from the local cache. The efficacy

of such solutions, as well as their improvements, have been studied in nu-

merous projects [144, 143, 48, 62, 145]. These types of techniques store

popular objects in storage devices located at the edge of the network, so

that requests for popular objects can be satisfied before reaching the core

network.

2.3.3 Chunk-level Redundancy

The next generation of object level redundancy detection is chunk level

redundancy, where instead of data objects, a mechanism to detect data

chunk duplicacy is used. By data chunk, we refer to fixed-size data blocks

inside a content. The role of the chunking mechanism is to determine a

chunk size and then divide the content into fixed-size pieces. A popular

example of chunk redundancy is Bit torrent [31], where the content to be

shared is divided into fixed-size chunks and distributed among sharing

peers. The advantage of chunking becomes apparent when the peers are

able to download or share parts of the complete content. By utilizing this

property, Bit torrent users are able to share content in a very distributed

way, where a consumer can download a piece of content from multiple

parties who are sharing different pieces of it.

However, fixed-size chunk redundancy detection has the shortcoming

that an insertion or deletion in the middle of the content causes all the

chunk boundaries after the modification to be shifted. Thus, for exam-

ple, although practically 99% of the content might still be the same, due
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Figure 2.4. A simple insertion causes all the chunk boundaries to shift, resulting in a
total mismatch

Figure 2.5. A simple insertion causes only one boundary to be changed, resulting in sim-
ilarity preservation

to some insertions or deletions at the beginning of the content, all the

chunk boundaries are shifted with the result that a large proportion of the

chunks might prove to be (ultimately) unusable. This scenario is depicted

in Figure 2.4, where due to only one character insertion at the beginning

of content B, 4 out of 5 matches with A are completely destroyed. The pri-

mary takeaway from this small example is that the fixed-size chunking

mechanism cannot tolerate any insertions/deletions in the content.

On the other hand, unlike object level redundancy, chunking does not

depend on human readable names; rather each chunk is identified by a

fingerprint which depends on the content of the chunk. Thus, identical

chunks always have the same fingerprint, allowing identification of dupli-

cate chunks reliably.
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Figure 2.6. Similarities between two files only detectable at data level (Best viewed in
the electronic version or in a color print)

2.3.4 Data-level Redundancy

Data level redundancy refers to the packet level, protocol independent

duplicacy in the network streams that does not depend on any fixed size.

For example, if two different traffic streams between two different client-

server pairs have arrays of duplicate byte streams, then those duplicates

are called data level redundancy. Detecting such a level of redundancy is

more involved than object level redundancy or chunk level redundancy

because it cannot make any assumptions regarding the level of dupli-

cacy based on the name of the object or the format of the object. Data

level redundancy detection among network streams borrows from differ-

ent file compression [8, 113] and network file system optimization mecha-

nisms [94]. Primary difference between chunk level fixed-size redundancy

and data level redundancy is in the determination of the chunk size and

boundary. While in chunk level redundancy the chunk sizes are usually

fixed, and the chunk boundary is determined solely based on this fixed

size, in data level redundancy the chunk size and the boundary are vari-

able. The boundary determination depends on the content itself rather

than some fixed size. As a result, any insertion or deletion within the

content has only a local effect, and does not change all the subsequent

chunks. If we take the previous example in Section 2.3.3, the unfortunate

situation of one insertion causing a total mismatch should not happen in

variable size chunking. This is shown in Figure 2.5.

Data level redundancy has been discovered and utilized in many of the

offline data synchronization techniques such as the well-known Linux

utility rsync [125], and some levels of RAID. When a system is able to

detect and utilize data level redundancy, it can inspect the data inside the

content objects (e.g. a video file) and discover similarities at a block of

byte level. As shown in Figure 2.6, this allows the system to efficiently
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Figure 2.7. Web Caching Process

reduce the amount of data needed to be stored or backed up, while still re-

taining the capability to reproduce the original contents losslessly using

metadata.

2.4 Redundancy Elimination Techniques

A natural afterthought related to the detection of object level and data

level redundancy concerns its elimination. Over the past few decades,

many research works have concentrated on eliminating object level re-

dundancy as that was the most prominent and obvious duplicacy to elim-

inate. In recent years, however, as object level redundancy elimination

techniques have become more mature, the research world have gone one

step further and started to look into data level redundancy elimination

techniques. In addition to these techniques, the distribution of data also

helps eliminate duplicacy. When distributing the same object to multiple

subscribers, the servers can use clever techniques [15, 65, 77, 23] so that

the content is duplicated only at the very last moment to avoid unneces-

sary traffic in the core network.

2.4.1 Web Caches

One of the most popular object level redundancy elimination techniques

is a web cache [142, 62, 140]. The widespread use of the World Wide

Web (WWW) has caused the web to become the major medium of content-

spreading to the users. A web page typically contains an assortment of

presentation objects including text, music, video, pictures, etc., to intro-

duce a topic to the consumer. Popular examples of web pages are news

portals, web based email services, search engines, Wikipedia, etc. Typ-
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ically, the content of the web pages are static (The number of dynamic

web pages are increasing though), and thus can be stored in a cache to be

served to the consumers locally instead of reaching out to the servers.

A web cache is a mechanism for temporarily storing these web contents

near to the end user to reduce bandwidth usage, server load, and delay. As

shown in Figure 2.7, the web cache intelligently stores the content going

downstream through it and remembers the content’s name. The name of

an object in the HTTP protocol is called the Unified Resource Identifier or

URI of the object. This URI is usually the name of the file prepended to

the location of the file in the World Wide Web. The location is indicated

by the domain name (e.g. www.example.com), followed by the directory

structure in the server. Thus, the full URI of an object called test.txt can

be www.example.com/some/directory/test.txt. The storing of the element

depends on various properties of the object, such as, whether the object is

a static one or a dynamic one, whether the object is cacheable according

to the content originator, etc. Usually, these properties of the objects are

specified in the HTML code of the web page. The object is stored in the

cache by parsing and extracting from the response of the content server.

If another client at a later time makes a request for the same content, the

cache offers that content directly from the storage, rather than forwarding

the request upstream. This mechanism makes it possible to cut short a

large amount of static content traffic from the core network.

2.4.2 Data-level Redundancy Elimination

Data level redundancy detection techniques have responsibility for detect-

ing protocol independent redundancy in the data stream going through

the network. The techniques are employed to try to inspect raw data

packets going through the network and detect duplicate data byte arrays,

irrespective of the protocol of the stream or the application layer of the

data. These duplicate byte arrays are then removed from the core net-

work to reduce the traffic. Starting with Spring et. al’s [121] pioneering

work, several other research works [10, 126, 11, 120, 60] have validated

the existence of such redundancy and the efficacy of the elimination tech-

niques.

Eliminating redundancy by inspecting byte streams is not a recent idea.

This idea has been in existence in the fields of compression [8] and net-

worked file systems [94, 22, 25] for more than a decade. Earlier, this

technique was used offline to understand the differences between the two
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Figure 2.8. Sliding window based rolling hash computation

storage mediums and then to perform synchronization without transfer-

ring the whole content. In addition to that, the same techniques were

used to perform compression of files by detecting similar regions of a file

and by replacing them with a marker so that the file can be reconstructed

later.

The primary technique used in these applications is called differential

compression (DC). Originally differential compression techniques were

used in remote file synchronization to be able to transfer just the differ-

ence between two files rather than transferring the whole. The procedure

used in differential compression is different from the procedures used in

other patching oriented differencing mechanisms such as Binary Delta

Compression [19], which require the knowledge of file versioning and find

the difference based on that knowledge. On the other hand, DC mech-

anisms are file agnostic and calculate the difference on the fly based on

byte streams.

DC works by dividing a file’s data into variable length chunks. The

chunking process is a function of the data rather than the size. Thus, any

intermediate additions or deletions of data do not affect the surrounding

matching chunks. The division is done by computing the local maxima of

a fingerprinting function, which is computed at every byte of the stream.

The fingerprinting function used in this case is a function that can be

computed incrementally. In many cases, the Rabin Fingerprinting Algo-

rithm [113] is used to compute the fingerprint. This fingerprinting oper-

ation is a method of implementing fingerprints using polynomials over a

finite field, where a finite field is a set containing a finite number of ele-

ments. Given an n-bit message, we can view it as a polynomial of degree
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Figure 2.9. Matching regions that cannot be detected by chunk-level RE, but can be de-
tected by maximal-match RE with many memory accesses. c© [2011] IEEE

(n−1) over a given finite field denoted by f(x). Then a random irreducible

polynomial p(x) of degree k over the same finite field is picked. We define

the fingerprint of the message to be the remainder after division of f(x)

by p(x) over the same finite field. The application of this fingerprinting for

this work can be visualized by thinking of a sliding window passing over

the byte stream, while the function computing the fingerprint is applied

over the bytes inside the window, as shown in Figure 2.8. If we compute

the function f over a byte range di...dj , it should be possible to compute

di+1...dj+1 incrementally by adding the byte dj+1 and subtracting the byte

di. Although any other hash function could be used to generate the fin-

gerprint over a block of data, Rabin fingerprinting is usually chosen as it

is possible to reuse the previous results while computing an incremental

rolling hash. The DC algorithm slides the hashing window continuously

by adding bytes to the end and subtracting from the front, and generating

the hash value for each combination. Whenever, it finds a local maxima

of the hash value, the byte position is chosen as the chunk boundary.

After the chunk generation is complete, a strong hash value is calcu-

lated for each chunk, which is then used to compare the chunks of two

arbitrarily different byte streams. The length of the hash value is set so

that the chance of collision is minimized.

DC algorithms are in many ways similar to the older rsync [129] proto-

col, but include many improvements to further eliminate duplicate byte

ranges from two different streams without having to be aware of applica-

tion layer details, such as file names etc.

The matching of incoming traffic with the chunk store is typically done

at chunk level. However, matching regions can extend beyond the chunk

boundary. To detect this similarity, two different approaches have been

taken thus far: 1. Chunk level RE and 2. Maximal Match RE. In Chunk

level RE, the comparison is done between representative fingerprints of

whole chunks, which means that partial chunk matches are not detected

(similar regions in chunk pairs 3 and 4 are not detected in Figure 2.9).
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This problem renders the case for bigger chunks less useful, which, how-

ever, can be a better choice with respect to the processing load of the

network nodes performing the chunking process. On the other hand,

Maximal Match RE performs rigorous byte-by-byte matching to extend

a matching chunk to its maximum. This allows maximum matching at

the expense of more memory accesses.

When the chunking process is decided upon, all the incoming traffic via

a RE-capable router is divided into chunks and the representative fin-

gerprints are stored in a database. At a later time, if any of the incom-

ing chunks match any of the fingerprints in the database, that chunk is

removed and a fingerprint is inserted as a header in the data stream.

This deletion is done because the presence of a chunk fingerprint in the

database proves that the same data passed through this router previously

and should also be found downstream in other routers as well. Thus, if

the chunk is now removed and the fingerprint inserted, the whole data

stream can be reconstructed downstream by other routers having the ex-

act same chunk in their data store. Consequently, the network between

the two routers performing the elimination and the reconstruction would

have to carry much less data than they normally do.

This redundancy elimination technique can address the redundancy in

the network that the object based techniques cannot. With the current

trend in the Internet, media files of similar content are being shared with

different names and addresses. To discover the internal similarities be-

tween these contents, the data level redundancy elimination techniques

are the only option.

2.4.3 Content Distribution Techniques

In the current model of Internet, content consumption is the major driver

of data growth. Different video sharing portals such as Youtube, or music

sharing portals such as iTunes deliver millions of copies of the same con-

tent to different users across the world. To efficiently handle this delivery

process, clever content delivery mechanisms needs to be in place so that

the duplicacy of data on the wire is reduced as much as possible. The most

common techniques used for this purpose are multicast [42], and content

delivery networks (CDN) e.g. Akamai [97], etc. However, techniques such

as IP multicast require support from the infrastructure (i.e. the interme-

diate routers need to support IP multicast and have to also support the

creation and deletion of multicast trees, etc.). Due to this, the use of mul-
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ticast is still limited. On the other hand, CDNs are more of an application

layer protocol and thus do not depend much on the infrastructure level

dependencies.

IP Multicast

IP, as a protocol, supports three different manners of communication. IP

unicast sends separate datagrams to each of the recipients, IP broadcast

sends each datagram to all the recipients on a single subnet, and IP mul-

ticast sends each datagram to only the interested parties. To allow mul-

ticasting to work, the hosts must be configured to send and receive mul-

ticast data, and the routers must support Internet Group Membership

Protocol (IGMP), multicast forwarding and multicast routing protocols. A

set of IP addresses are reserved as multicast IP addresses.

When sending a multicast message, the source sends the multicast data-

grams to one of the multicast IP addresses. This is known as the group

address. Any host interested in the multicast datagrams needs to contact

the local router and become a part of the multicast group. It then starts to

receive the subsequent multicast datagrams sent to that particular group.

Routers use a multicast routing protocol to determine which subnets con-

tain at least one group member, and to forward multicast datagrams only

to those subnets that have group members or a router that has down-

stream group members.

CDN

CDNs work by maintaining big server farms in different geographical lo-

cations and by duplicating content in them to serve content locally. CDN

services are built by exploiting how the world wide web works. When a

web browser makes a request for a resource, the first step is to perform

a DNS lookup. A DNS lookup is like a translation service which trans-

lates from the domain name to an IP address. With this IP address, the

browser then can contact the content server directly. It is understandable

that the farther content server is, the slower it will be to fetch content.

Therefore, content providers set up servers in strategically decided loca-

tions with copies of the served contents. These servers are called edge

servers, and combined these are called a CDN.

When a browser sends out a request to be handled by a CDN, the DNS

resolution process becomes a little more involved than a simple IP transla-

tion. The server handling the DNS request looks at the incoming request

to determine the best set of edge servers to serve the request. At its sim-
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Figure 2.10. How a CDN works

plest, the DNS resolver performs a lookup and returns the address of the

edge server closest to the requestor. Thus, based on the location of the

requester, the IP address of the server can be different. Please keep in

mind that the content providers can have other parameters for selecting

the best edge servers, such as the cost of the server, speed of the link, etc.

After the selection of the edge server is done, the next step works in the

same way as web caches. Upon receiving the content request, the edge

server checks its cache to see if the content is present. If the content

is present and has not expired, then it is served from the edge server.

Otherwise, the edge server forwards the request to the origin server of the

content, and retrieves the content from there. The flow of the operation is

shown in Figure 2.10. Note that this flow is typical of pull CDNs. There

are also push CDNs where the content providers push their whole content

beforehand so that all the content is already available for the consumers

without requiring the CDN to pull the content from the origin server.

In most cases, the CDN service is provided by 3rd party administra-

tors while the content providers purchase the service to host their content

in the farms. In addition to the CDN services, it is possible to develop

customized application-specific content distribution techniques to reduce

server load and to minimize client costs.

2.4.4 Energy Efficiency

Clever content distribution techniques can also minimize the consumed

energy at the client side. As more and more clients are now mobile, saving
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energy during content download is more important than ever. This can be

achieved by designing the distribution techniques in such a way that the

more demanding network interfaces (such as the 3G or 3G interfaces) are

used less, while the power-frugal interfaces are used to download most of

the content.

Different network access technologies have different mechanisms for

saving power while transmitting or receiving data. IEEE 802.11 (com-

monly known as WiFi) interfaces come with a default power saving mech-

anism called power saving mode (PSM) [59]. With this mechanism, the

interface periodically wakes up to check whether it has any data to send

or receive, otherwise it stays in sleeping mode. On the other hand, cellu-

lar network interfaces such as 3G or LTE use power management mecha-

nisms through the corresponding Radio Resource Control protocol (RRC).

RRC has different states that the interfaces can be in. Each state corre-

sponds to a different power saving stage of the cellular interface. For ex-

ample, 3G RRC has four states [1] while LTE RRC has only two states [2].

Content distribution mechanisms that can efficiently manipulate the

power saving states of the interfaces consume less power than others.

Most of these techniques are used for multimedia streaming techniques

as those data transfers are typically active for longer periods of time com-

pared to simple data downloads. For WiFi, such methods include naive

methods that just turn off the interface when the buffer is full [21], self

tuning buffer management [12], fuzzy adaptive approaches [17], traffic

prediction approaches [28], and many other efforts that propose modify-

ing the default behavior of PSM [13, 95, 72, 112]. On the other hand,

for cellular interfaces (e.g. 3G, 4G interfaces), the control of RRC is in

the hands of the operators. Thus, at the device level, it is difficult to ma-

nipulate the interface idle times for better energy efficiency. Studies has

suggested aggressive timer settings or changing the inactivity timers dy-

namically based on traffic patterns [76, 111]. Based on the inter-arrival

time of the packets, modified timer settings were also proposed [47, 132].

Some recent research works have proposed methods of combining the

cellular and ad-hoc connectivity of a hand-held device [136, 57, 79, 124,

75, 150]. By understanding the characteristics of the power saving mech-

anisms of the network interfaces and using them correctly, the battery

power of the device can be significantly saved.
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2.5 Information Centric Networking

In an effort to redesign the Internet to better reflect its usage, researchers

have thought of a clean-slate architecture where instead of using a client-

server paradigm, a more data centric approach is taken. In this approach,

data is at the center of user interest, and instead of mentioning the server

where the data is available, users just have to mention the data they are

interested in. The network is then responsible for routing the request to

the source of data and then routing the response back to the requestor.

The machinery of the network need to be different from today’s network

so that the routing of data depends of the data itself rather than the server

IP address.

2.5.1 Motivation

While the Internet was designed primarily as a medium of communication

between a known server and a client, the current usage of the Internet has

changed towards a more content oriented paradigm, where the content

is consumed irrespective of where it originates from [73]. Information

Centric Networking (ICN) [146] is one of the future Internet paradigms

which takes this change into consideration [71, 63]. ICN removes the need

for application layer translation services that supply the server address

upon being given the content name, and it allows content providers to

serve content from any location on the network.

Storage prices have decreased faster than bandwidth cost [40, 16], mak-

ing it easier to cache all the content within a network than to fetch it from

the source. In addition, recent surveys [46, 5, 11] have shown that a large

portion of the network traffic is redundant and can be cached. ICN makes

it easier to cache content irrespective of its application layer characteris-

tics.

ICN also makes it possible to ensure security of the data chunks by

means of a digital signature, and optionally encryption. Each of the ICN

content objects can be digitally signed and can contain information about

the publisher of the content. The content can optionally be encrypted as

well. Thus, the consumers can detect whether the content originates from

a publisher they trust, and also can ensure that the content has not been

modified en route. Unlike today’s network where the data path needs to

be secured so that unsecured content can pass through it, ICN can ensure

security independent of the data path.
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Figure 2.11. Cache replacement with LRU

2.5.2 ICN Projects

Multiple architectural proposals for Information Centric Networks have

been put forward, of which CCNx [63], NetInf [35, 36], Dona [71], PSIRP [128],

PURSUIT [51] are among the more notable. Many of these are results of

various broader projects such as 4WARD [3, 64, 6], COMET [32, 27, 52],

NDN [96], PSIRP [109], PURSUIT [110], and SAIL [119, 36].

Each of the proposals has its unique network architecture, caching, and

data dissemination techniques. For example, CCNx [63] uses interest

messages and self-identifying names to route data requests. It uses a

cache everything everywhere (CEE) approach, and relies on cache evic-

tion methods such as Least Recently Used (LRU). LRU, as the name indi-

cates, performs cache eviction based on the timestamp a particular cache

slot was accessed on. The staler the cache slot is, the more chance it has of

getting evicted from the slot in the event of new content arriving. A simple

illustration of LRU is shown in Figure 2.11, where we have a cache space

of 4 slots, and the replacement policy is LRU. According to the incoming

string, the contents of the cache slots are being evicted while the oldest

cache occupants are being evicted out and new ones inserted in.

On the subject of other ICN architectures, NetInf [107], an architec-

ture developed as a result of multiple projects such as 4WARD [3, 64,

6] and SAIL [119], allows the use of several caching mechanisms such

as cooperative caching with the help of a centralized system, or a more

proactive caching where caches subscribe to the contents themselves. In

PSIRP [109, 74, 127] caching is limited to the transmission path, and reg-

istered within the name resolution system. PURSUIT [51], which is a

continuation of PSIRP, does not cache along the path to allow asymmet-

ric routing. Nevertheless, the caching is still concentrated in predefined

areas. None of these architectures propose any method for the efficient
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Blue arrows: Content request
Red arrows: Content delivery

Figure 2.12. From an IP network to ICN network (Best viewed in the electronic version
or on a color print)

use of the available cache space, resulting in high degree of dependency

on the servers for data delivery. Interested readers are referred to the

project websites for more detailed information.

2.5.3 Data Distribution Principle

The common principle among all the different ICN proposals is the em-

phasis on changing the data distribution technique that is used in the

current Internet. In the current Internet architecture, data is usually lo-

cated in a server that needs to be known to the client in order to retrieve

the data. However, with potentially unlimited amount of data available, it

is not possible for a client to know where to find the required content. To

alleviate this problem, application layer search engines are heavily relied

on to support human clients by providing the address of the server holding

the content upon being given the content description. In ICN architecture,

the network takes this role and the need for knowing the server serving

the data no longer exists. When a client searches for the content name,

the network routes the request according to the content name instead of

the server address. Moreover, the routing information in the network ele-

ments is based on the content’s name. When the request is routed through

to the nearest server, the response is routed back and cached in different

caching points along the return path. These caches then can work as a
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data source for further requests of the same data. A very simple depic-

tion of an ICN network and its relation with an IP network is shown in

Figure 2.12.

Each of the application layer contents (video, music, text, etc.) are usu-

ally divided into smaller blocks of data which are individually addressed.

The division is done in such a way that changes in one block do not affect

the others. Thus, partial changes in the application layer content do not

affect the other similar parts, making it possible to detect block level sim-

ilarity. Request for application layer contents are typically divided into

multiple requests for the constituent data blocks, and those are then inde-

pendently fetched from the network. Enhancements to ICN architectures

have also been proposed where the content blocks are not only identified

by their content but also by their type (reliable/real-time/etc.) [131]. The

content blocks can take different routes, can arrive in a different order

than originally intended, and can be served by different sources. As long

as the fingerprints of the content blocks match, they are stitched together

at the requestor, and delivered to the consumer. The blocks are usually

cached all along the path, or can be cached only in specific locations based

on the caching architecture of the proposal. A survey of different caching

schemes used in ICN can be found in [148].

The content based data blocks and fingerprint based naming of the blocks

make it difficult to efficiently name the ICN data blocks [53], especially

on a larger scale, such as in inter-domain routing. Many proposals such

as Dona [71] uses hierarchical resolution, while others use DHT based

name resolution [67, 34], or rendezvous based hierarchy [114]. Moreover,

such naming schemes also mean that the routers need to keep a large

amount of state data to ensure proper routing capability without flooding

the network. This means expensive memory consumption and expensive

processing power involved in searching large databases [130, 137]. In ad-

dition, large data dependent states also increase security threats on the

data path [139, 138].

2.5.4 Redundancy in ICN

The data centric approach and aggressive caching schemes of most of the

ICN architectures can lead to a considerable amount of data redundancy

in the network. This redundancy is a result of caching the same content

in many places of the network, essentially in nearby positions that could

easily be replaced with only a single copy of the content without compro-
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mising content delivery efficiency. However, most of the ICN architecture

proposals today do not take this optimization into consideration, and con-

sider storage space to be cheap and affordable enough to waste on redun-

dant copies of data. Contrary to common belief, storing redundant copies

might affect the overall cache efficiency of the network. Keeping the du-

plicate copies means that some other unique copies of content might need

to be thrown out causing future requests for the disposed data to be routed

to the server.

The redundancy in ICN is easier to detect than in the traditional In-

ternet because the content in ICN is identified by definitive fingerprints

and thus duplicates can easily be detected. The elimination techniques

of such redundancy are discussed in [103, 141]. Because it is possible to

deliver a complete object that is utilizing chunks from different sources,

an ICN network can chose to keep only a few copies of a particular chunk

in well-known places and deliver from there instead of blindly caching it

on every path towards the clients.

While most of the ICN proposals took the mainstream approach of caching

redundant copies of data throughout the network, only a few [26, 108] has

explored the area of probabilistic caching where data is not cached ev-

erywhere while traveling from one point to another. Rather, the caching

decision is selective and based on some probabilistic approach depending

on different network parameters. However, these approaches only deal

with on-path caching and does not take the advantage of off-path data

availability.

Cooperative caching is another front which was researched quite exten-

sively during the early phases of web caching, and was found very costly in

terms of signaling and state [144]. Proper cooperation among the routers

require heavy exchange of cache state which can cripple the network with

signaling load.

2.5.5 Open Issues in ICN

In spite of many useful features, the primary issue that ICN has to face

is that of deployability. Is ICN going to be deployed in real world? In

responding to that question the first thing to consider is economic. Who

should pay the money for the deployment? It can be the end user, for

whom the advantage of ICN are nothing that cannot be done reasonably

well by a combination of search engines and browsers. It can also be the

content service provider, who would then need to know whether ICN can
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outperform and provide better value for money than CDN. If the network

provider is to bear the costs then the key issue is whether it will provide

better caching opportunities and reduced transit costs. But when all is

said and done, there still remains every possibility that the higher tier

ISPs will resist the deployment. For all the above reasons, the economic

benefits and model of ICN needs to be researched and thought through to

make it a success in the practical domain.

Another factor to take into account is that the resource management of

ICN still lacks maturity. Which parties will perform the heavy loading

of caching the content and serving others at their own expense? Without

a clear benefit model, this question will remain unsolved. This disserta-

tion looks at some of the resource and cache management cases where

the incentive of investing in resource follows a similar economic model as

CDNs.

2.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have discussed the Internet and its data distribution

techniques. In addition, the different types of network within the Internet

were also discussed along with the changing nature of the data commu-

nication paradigm over time. We have also discussed the redundancy of

data in the Internet and the proposals to eliminate it. A brief review of

the effect of such elimination techniques on the energy efficiency of the

handheld devices was also discussed. The background review was fin-

ished with a quick peek at the very latest clean-slate Internet paradigm

called the Information Centric Networking and its own version of data

redundancy.
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3. On Reducing Redundancy in the
Internet

Data redundancy at various levels of the Internet causes valuable re-

sources in the network to be wasted and delays being introduced for less

popular data objects. As evidenced by the previous chapters, data redun-

dancy exists in different forms in the network, and various measures can

be taken to reduce this redundancy. In addition, data redundancy also

affects the energy efficiency of the elements in the network. Elements

in the network need to process, forward, and store redundant data, and

these operations require energy. Thus, by reducing redundancy, it is pos-

sible to reduce the required energy in the network. This chapter discusses

the concepts of data redundancy and the contributions of this thesis to the

field.

3.1 Data Redundancy in the Internet

The data distribution paradigm of the Internet was originally a client-

server based one, that is, the clients request data from a server and the

server serves the data to them. The paradigm did not, however, take

into account the scenario that most of the data paths might be duplicated

if people from nearby regions starts to request the same data (which is

often the case for popular contents). Consequently, the core of the network

tends to carry large amounts of duplicated data. Later, researchers and

networking experts started to understand the problem and addressed it

by various means such as web caches, content data networks, and so on.

The web caches or caches in general in the Internet work as a tempo-

rary repository of popular content on the path between the clients and the

server. When the data is served to the client, it is stored in the intermedi-

ary caches and reused later when requests for the same object go through

the same path to the server. The data objects residing in the intermediate
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caches are validated after a predetermined time interval to prevent data

staleness. This concept of web caching was, and still is, hugely success-

ful. However, one constraint assumed by the web caches is that the cache

matching is done on the application layer object level. By application layer

object, we mean the objects that are usually transferred over the HTTP

protocol (the predominant application layer protocol in the Internet) such

as web pages, music, video, compressed files, and other similar objects.

This constraint results in a very high level of object matching schemes,

where a simple change of object name causes a mismatch to occur be-

tween two intrinsically same objects. For example, if the same video is

named sample1.avi in one server and sample2.avi in another, they will

not be considered as the same video by the web caches, and both will be

stored separately.

3.2 Content Independent Redundancy Elimination

Redundancy elimination (RE) techniques that utilize DC technology em-

ploy the above mentioned chunking mechanism to efficiently eliminate

the maximum amount of redundancy. One of the most important param-

eters in RE algorithms is the average chunk size. The average chunk

size depends on the fingerprinting function that is used over the sliding

window. Often, the fingerprinting function used in RE algorithms is a

Rabin fingerprinting algorithm [113]. By tuning parameters in the Ra-

bin algorithm, it is possible to change the average chunk size produced by

the chunking algorithm. In the following subsections we will discuss how

this ability to fingerprint variable lengths of content chunks can help us

determine similarity between two completely unrelated traffic flows.

3.2.1 Content Awareness Vs Unawareness

Redundancy elimination techniques in the Internet consists of well estab-

lished and widely used processes such as web caching. In this technique,

application layer objects (such as music, video, files, etc.) are detected and

stored in middle boxes for future delivery to the clients without reach-

ing out to the server when the object name matches. Thus, this method

of caching is content-aware, and does not work if the type of the content

changes even though the internal data is completely the same. For exam-

ple, if there are two servers X and Y serving the same content a.zip and
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using the URIs X/a.zip and Y/a.zip, then the caching nodes are able to

detect this and can serve the clients requesting Y/a.zip from the cache if

some other client has requested X/a.zip in the past. However, if for some

reason, server Y renames the file a.zip to a1.zip, the caching nodes cannot

detect the similarity anymore and will forward all the requests for a1.zip

to Y.

On the other hand, content unaware solutions do not depend on the ap-

parent name or type of the content, but rather they treat each content

as a raw traffic stream, and analyze the data inside it to understand the

similarity. Thus, the process is unaware of the type of the contents, and

all that matters is the internal data-level similarity between them. Con-

sequently, even if there is partial similarity between two contents, it can

be detected. After detecting this partial similarity, it is possible to remove

this similar region or to transmit it only once.

3.2.2 Inter-Content Redundancy Detection and Elimination

As discussed in sections 2.4.2 and 3.2.1, it is possible to discover par-

tial similarities between two streams of data traffic. The operation is

explained in brief below:

In a content router, each incoming data stream is inspected and chunked

(Section 2.4.2) into variable sizes of data pieces. After the chunking pro-

cess, a fingerprint for each chunk is created using a strong hash function,

which is then stored in an internal database for future use. As the bound-

aries of chunks are dependent on the property of the content and not on

any fixed size, so any insertion or deletion in the content just changes

the chunk boundary locally and does not have any global effect on chunk

boundaries. Subsequently, for each data chunk, the fingerprint is matched

against the existing fingerprints in the database of that router. In case of

a match, that particular data chunk is removed from the data stream and

a small header containing the fingerprint corresponding to that chunk is

inserted. Later, when the data stream with the header reaches a down-

stream router that also has the same data chunk stored in the database,

the header is replaced again with the data so that the original content is

reconstructed.

There are two different aspects of this process that requires further

thought. The first one is that the upstream routers need to have the

knowledge of the content store of the downstream routers so that they

know when to reconstruct the content back to its original form instead of
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forwarding the minimized traffic. The second one is that the smaller the

chunk size is, the better the probability of finding a similar region between

two traffic streams. However, this also means that the overhead for head-

ers is maximized because for every small chunk we have to insert a fixed

size header, and the smaller the chunk is, the bigger the overhead is. Most

of the previous work [120, 10, 25] just used a small chunk size to report

high similarity detection. However, they failed to mention the increasing

number of headers to be transmitted, and the added complexity in the op-

eration. While the importance of choosing the right chunk size is well un-

derstood and analyzed in [126] and [54], no work so far has proposed any

solution to combine the advantages of using small chunk sizes (better sim-

ilarity detection) with that of bigger ones (better compression rate). Most

of the current solutions either use a fixed size chunk—inserting many

shim headers in the outgoing packet, or use a byte-by-byte comparison to

maximize the matching region—generating numerous memory accesses.

In Publication I, we have proposed a novel algorithm named Combi-

Header to minimize the number of headers used in the RE algorithms

while maximizing the similarity between two data streams. For traf-

fic flows with around 70% similarity, CombiHeader uses fewer than 20%

shim headers compared to general RE solutions. CombiHeader also uses

very few memory accesses to enlarge the chunks to their maximum match-

ing size. While a byte-by-byte comparison to expand a 1024-byte chunk to

a 1374-byte similarity region takes around 351 memory accesses and one

shim header, CombiHeader running with 256-byte chunk size requires

only nine memory accesses and one shim header in the best case. This is

around 2% of the actual number of accesses.

The idea of CombiHeader is based on the presumption of spatial local-

ity. We assume that if two consecutive chunks are highly popular, then

the probability of them always appearing together is higher. Therefore,

if we can keep track of adjacent popular chunks and their probability of

appearing together, it is possible to merge them together and transmit

only one header for more than one chunk. However, merging two head-

ers together will cause the constituent smaller chunks not to be matched

anymore.

CombiHeader employs a specialized data structure to tackle this prob-

lem. With this data structure, both the elementary and the merged chunk

fingerprints are stored in such a way that it is possible to gradually pile

up chunk hits to reach a maximal region and then transmit in a burst.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of CombiHeader algorithm
if current chunk is cache miss then

if miss streak = 1 then
Update last seen Combi and Elementary node

Create new complex CombiNode if possible

else
Clear last CombiNode and transmit it

Update last seen elementary node

end if
Transmit full text of current chunk

else
if miss streak = 1 then

Start fresh, clear last seen CombiNode

Do not transmit anything

Buffer current chunk as last seen elementary

miss streak← 0

else
Update last seen elementary node

Try to create new CombiNode with (Last CombiNode, current Node)

if Try failed then
Transmit and clear last CombiNode

else
Do not transmit anything

Complex CombiNode is accumulating chunks to transmit

end if
end if

end if
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For each adjacent chunk pair, the algorithm maintains a link, and up-

dates the link hit count whenever those two chunks appear one after an-

other in a stream of data. Further, based on a threshold (θ) of link hits,

a new merged chunk (CombiNode) is generated from the two elementary

chunks, and is attached to the link. After the creating a new CombiNode

based on the hitcount of the elementary nodes, no header is inserted when

a constituent elementary node is hit, but rather the algorithm waits for

the next chunk and matches it up with the linked elementary fingerprint.

In case of a match, it inserts only the CombiHeader (Header created from

a CombiNode) that has been created earlier instead of two elementary

headers. The algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1.

This algorithm increases the performance of redundancy elimination by

reducing the number of headers it inserts in the traffic, while concurrently

detecting similarities at the same level as small chunks. For details about

the performance measurement setup and results, please refer to Publica-

tion I.

3.3 Eliminating Redundancy by Caching in Information Centric
Networks

Redundancy elimination can also be achieved by using a well-researched

and well-known technique called caching, where contents are stored in

intermediate locations to allow quicker delivery of the content to the con-

sumer as well as to reduce the content server load. By delivering in this

fashion the content from an intermediate location, the load on the rest of

the data path is also reduced. Moreover, it is not necessary to deliver the

same content over the same path multiple times if the location of caching

is well placed. Caching is an integral part of the current Internet although

it is not a property of the network layer. Application layer overlays, such

as web caches or CDNs create the necessary caching infrastructure in the

Internet. In clean-slate internet architecture proposals (such as ICN),

caching has been given even more importance and is proposed as an inte-

gral part of the network layer.

Information Centric Networks or ICN is a new paradigm of network-

ing where instead of a client-server communication, the primary focus

is to retrieve data irrespective of the origin. Accommodating the cur-

rent eyeball–transit–content model [73] of the Internet requires a rad-

ical change in its architecture, and ICN [71, 63] comes into picture in
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that respect. One of the integral parts of most of the ICN proposals is

caching [3, 109, 119], which allows quick delivery of content without over-

loading the content server. Caching, as a technique, can have multiple

efficiency aspects. While some proposals for caching choose to concentrate

on the most popular contents of the Internet by duplicating popular con-

tents everywhere to reduce latency, others concentrate on utilizing the

available caching space efficiently to cache as much data as possible and

to reduce duplicacy. Quite a few studies have looked into the first category

of caching [43, 118], but the second category (storage efficiency) has been

ignored by the majority of studies. Considering that ICN poses no limita-

tion on where the data can be served from, better cache storage efficiency

can result in a much better data retention capability for the network. The

network can retain the data objects1 in the in-network-cache2 based on

the interest level, and thus keep it available for the clients even in the

absence of the server. For this to happen, the total cache space in the

network has to be utilized efficiently to retain as much data as possible.

3.3.1 Caches in Information Centric Networks

The idea of ICN stemmed from a very early work named TRIAD [29],

which introduced publish-subscribe as a core Internet paradigm (inspired

by [98]). A long time after TRIAD was proposed, networking researchers

started to realize the validity of the work, which resulted in a widespread

interest in similar topics, producing different ICN architectures such as

CCN [63], 4WARD [3, 64, 6], PSIRP [109, 74, 51, 127], SAIL [119, 36], and

COMET [32, 27, 52]. One common aspect of almost all of these proposals

is universal caching with minor variants. That is, instead of having a few

specialized caching points across the network as an overlay, caching is

implemented by all the ICN nodes.

3.3.2 Distributed Caching Responsibility

Caching reduces redundancy in the Internet in two ways. One is the tra-

ditional functionality of caching: serving content from a local cache and

thus reducing duplicate content transfer in the core network. The second

is by means of reducing the duplicacy of the cache contents of the Internet

1Please note we do not mean application layer objects here, but rather any units
of data such as packet-chunks used in, for example, CCNx [63]
2In-network-cache refers to a caching scheme where caching is integrated in core
network elements, such as routers, instead of being overlaid as HTTP caches
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as a whole. While the first method was and still is the primary focus of

research, the second can be thought of an extension of the first, which,

without sacrificing the benefits presented by caching, attempts to opti-

mize the storage space usage of the cache. By doing this, it makes sure

that the aggregated cache space of the network is used to its full potential

and the maximum amount of content is stored in the cache.

To achieve such a utilization of the cache, a distributed control mech-

anism is needed. This mechanism will control how the content is stored

in the cache and where. Moreover, the placement must be determinis-

tic so that searching for content is as lightweight as possible. To achieve

this, Publication IV proposes a distributed algorithm where the signaling

is piggybacked over the existing signaling traffic for routing, and the indi-

vidual autonomous system (AS) can decide how to manage its own caches

and the content it wants to cache. The goal is to achieve a controlled dis-

tribution of data objects in order to keep the number of redundantly du-

plicated objects controllable, while retaining the benefits of replacement

policies.

The algorithm to distribute the caching responsibility in an Information

Centric Network works in two separate phases. In the first phase, limited

to within the AS, each AS decides its own caching policy so that the con-

tent is spread around within the AS. The proposed method dictates that

the border router of the AS will implement a hashing function that will de-

terministically determine which caching router within the AS will cache

a particular content. After this decision, the content packets are rerouted

through the selected cache. This procedure distributes the cache’s content

within the AS and utilizes the available caching space efficiently.

While the intra-AS caching distribution allows each AS to maximize the

utilization of its own cache, more cooperation is required to extend this

benefit internet-wide. To achieve this, Publication IV proposes different

scenarios, ranging from a scenario where the content always follows the

shortest path back to the requestor to a scenario where the request and

the response take a detour to accommodate the caching interest of an in-

termediate AS. In this inter-AS caching distribution mechanism, each AS

disseminates its own caching interest in some compact format (for exam-

ple as a content ID range) piggybacked in routing messages. Every AS,

upon receiving these interest messages, creates a map of the data inter-

est of the Internet. Subsequently, when a data request is generated within

that AS, the routing mechanism sends the request to the AS interested in
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Algorithm 2 Proposed caching algorithm
{//Each router knows the topology and interest range using algorithms such as pathlet}

if (req_pkt not contains AS_path) then
Compute all possible shortest AS_path from Requestor to Server

if (algorithm == SCENE1) then
AS_path = Select the first shortest path

else if (algorithm == SCENE2) then
AS_path = Select the first shortest path containing an interested AS

else if (algorithm == SCENE3) then
AS_path = Select a path going through an interested AS (might not be the shortest)

end if
end if
for (each AS in AS_path) do

Calculate designated_router for req_pkt (e.g. using consistent hash)

Route to designated_router from Border_router

Check cache in designated_router for cache hit

if (Cache Hit) then
break

else
Route to Border_router of next AS

end if
end for
for (each AS in reverse AS_path starting from cache hit) do

Calculate designated_router for data_pkt (e.g. using consistent hash)

Route to designated_router from Border_router

if (Data_pkt not in cache) then
Cache the data

end if
Route to Border_router of next AS

end for
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that particular data instead of sending it to the server serving it. Differ-

ent versions of this algorithm differ in how they select the best from the

multiple paths towards the server. With a more conservative approach,

only the paths with the shortest path lengths are considered, and the

path which contains an interested AS is chosen. On the other hand, the

most experimental approach does not take into account the path length

at all, and sends the data request through an interested AS, even if the

route is longer than the alternatives. By rerouting content and requests

through interested ASes, the caching can be distributed throughout the

network, and thus avoid duplicating of the content. Additionally, it also

avoids the creation of hotspots. By distributing the caching responsibil-

ity, this proposal achieves a very high retention rate as the content is not

duplicated and, thus, the need to evacuate a particular piece of content is

reduced. The algorithm and three different scenarios (1. Select the first

shortest path, 2. Select the first shortest path having an interested AS in

it, and 3. Select the path having an interested AS in it) are described in

Algorithm 2.

3.3.3 Cache Efficiency

The algorithm described in Section 3.3.2 should result in a well-distributed

caching architecture where individual ASes are able to cache according to

their interest. The distribution should result in a situation where the

network is able to store a maximal amount of content in its cache with-

out creating many duplicates, while the interest based caching will allow

the ASes to tailor their own storage according to their clients’ needs. On

the other hand, the caching responsibility can also be based on a central
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authority rather than interest. The central authority based responsibil-

ity division would take into account different parameters to position the

contents in optimal locations. In Publication IV we have simulated and

measured the performance of the interest based caching distribution with

the different scenarios as described in Algorithm 2. Additionally, in Pub-

lication V, we have explored the benefits that can be achieved using a

central authority based responsibility division.

In the interest based cache responsibility allocation, as shown in Fig-

ure 3.1, each AS expresses its interest in a range of content from the

total content ID range of the Internet. Thus, there can be overlaps, and

duplications in the expressed interest ranges, which is quite common in

the current architecture of caches, where CDNs are often used as a lo-

calized repository of popular data. In our measurements (details can be

found in Publication IV), we have found that the total amount of content

requests reaching the server has decreased in each of the scenarios com-

pared to the traditional caching everything everywhere (CEE) strategy.

As shown in Figure 3.2, Scenario 3, where the content requests are routed

through a non-shortest path to go through an interested AS, performs the

best in reducing the server load.

While reducing the load on the server is one of most important effects of

the proposed algorithm, the storing of unique content pieces in the caches

reducing redundancy is in line with the focus of this dissertation. Us-

ing the AS internal hash function to distribute the caching responsibil-

ity internally, and then using the cache interest messages to distribute

the caching responsibility across different ASes will ensure that the same

content is not duplicated heavily. Consequently, the total cache space us-

age of the network is maximized. The maximized use of the cache space
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results in more data objects being stored in the cache. If we consider

a network where the content ID and their request popularity is plotted,

the resulting graph usually follows a zipf [4] distribution, where only a

few content objects are highly popular while many content objects are

quite low in popularity. Due to high duplication in traditional methods of

caching, only the highly popular objects are stored in the cache and the

rest are served from the servers. On the other hand, the proposed solu-

tion, due to reduction of duplicity, allows many more objects to be stored

in the cache. Figure 3.3 shows a typical content request zipf graph in a

log-log scale for different caching schemes. For each of the subfigures, the

red dots represent the content objects that were not found in the cache

after a fixed period of cache warming, and the green dots represent the

objects that were found in the cache. As expected, the proposed solutions

were able to store more unique content objects than the traditional meth-

ods. The advantage of doing so is less server load, more cache hits, and

serverless content serving for a period of time. More about this can be

found in Publication IV.

3.3.4 Centralized Caching Authority

The efficiency result presented in Section 3.3.3 and in Publication IV were

retrieved by simulating a network based on the assumption that the inde-

pendent ASes have their own interest in a range of contents and express

that interest to others. These interests can be overlapping, but it can also

be the case where there is no interest in a certain range of contents. The

distribution of the interest is also independent of the shortest paths be-

tween potential clients and the servers. Consequently, rerouting through
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the interested AS might have the side effect of increasing the hop count

of the content retrieval process, resulting in a more congested network.

To understand the effect of interest distribution over the path length of

content retrieval, we have simulated a network where the interest distri-

bution is done by a central authority (hereafter called the Oracle). More-

over, we have also experimented with multiple sets of interested ASes to

increase the probability that an interested AS is found nearby without

increasing the path length for rerouting. Overall, there were two goals

behind this exploration:

• To explore the possibilities that a centralized caching responsibility man-

agement system offers us. While we understand such a caching author-

ity is not a trivial task, it was not our goal to solve that particular prac-

tical problem. Rather, we are exploring, if such a universal oracle is pos-

sible in the ultimate cooperation case, whether it will provide us with

any benefit.

• To explore the benefits of clustering. We performed various experiments

to understand whether dividing the world of caching routers into mul-

tiple geographically divided clusters and then duplicating the caching

responsibilities among them would provide us with any better benefit

than a single cluster worldwide.

Algorithm 3 Responsibility Distribution in a Cluster
1: { // The ASes have been partitioned into n equivalent clusters based

on the mutual proximity and popularity ranking of content IDs which

are based on a Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution.}

2: for all content_id in content_pool do

3: Get Rank of content_id

4: for all cluster in Clusters do

5: index := Rank mod sizeof(cluster)

6: Assign Caching Responsibility to AS at index in cluster

7: end for

8: end for

In this proposal, the network is first divided into k clusters, where within

each cluster the caching responsibilities are distributed in such a way that

the popular and unpopular contents are evenly distributed and no hotspot
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Figure 3.4. (a) Average hop count for CI, (b) Average hop count for CEE, (c) Average hops
from Requester AS to the closest responsible AS. C_i represents i clusters and
E represents the average expected value of hops between any two random
ASes based on offline analysis. c© [2015] IEEE

is created. The distribution technique can be as simple as establishing a

ranking of the content popularity and then using a round robin to dis-

tribute the responsibility. Algorithm 3 describes the process.

Due to the k-clustering policy described above, we can expect a maxi-

mum of k copies of a cached element in the network. As the value of k

is known beforehand, we have experimented with a procedure where the

requester always finds out the nearest responsible AS from k responsi-

ble ASes, and reroutes the request through that (please see Algorithm 4).

The probability of finding a responsible AS that does not increase the hop

count drastically compared to the shortest path is better with multiple

interested ASes than just having one interested AS in the network. With

this increased probability of finding a shorter rerouting path, the increase

of the hop-count introduced in Publication IV should be theoretically al-

leviated. However, experimental results show that the benefits might not

be as good as anticipated.

We have performed our experiment on a real Internet topology, and di-

vided the network into a different number of clusters. We have also mea-

sured the effect of caching everywhere on the path of the content (CEE),

and caching only in the interested AS (CI). We have also computed for ref-
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Algorithm 4 Clustered Detour Algorithm
1: { /* Responsibility Assignment for the whole population of data is done in every AS

cluster as per the interest allocation algorithm. Server AS is fixed while Requester

AS is chosen at random. Caching policy can be Caching at Responsible AS only or

Caching Everything Everywhere */ }

2: Initialization: Create n AS clusters and assign caching responsibility

3: while iteration < MAX_NO_OF_ITERATIONS do
4: Get random Requester_AS

5: Get Data_ID randomly from zipf −mandelbrot distribution

6: Find all Responsible AS for Data_ID

7: if No Responsible AS found then
8: Get shortest path to Server_AS from Requester_AS

9: Route request to Server_AS

10: if Data found Cached on path then
11: Serve data from intermediate AS where found

12: else
13: Serve data from Server

14: end if
15: else
16: Get shortest paths to all Responsible AS from Requester_AS

17: Select Responsible AS at smallest hop count from Requester_AS

18: Get shortest path to Responsible AS

19: Route request to Responsible AS

20: if Data found cached on path to Responsible_AS then
21: Serve data from intermediate AS where found

22: else
23: if Data found at Responsible_AS then
24: Serve data from Responsible_AS

25: else
26: Get shortest path to Server from Responsible_AS

27: Route request to Server_AS

28: if Data found Cached on path to Server_AS then
29: Serve data from intermediate AS where found

30: else
31: Serve data from Server

32: end if
33: Cache data at Responsible AS

34: Serve data from Responsible_AS to Requester

35: Cache data at Requester

36: end if
37: end if
38: end if
39: Increment iteration

40: end while
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erence the average distance between two random ASes within the whole

network. Figure 3.4 shows how different numbers of clusters has influ-

enced the average path length of the requests. Subfigures (a) and (b)

show the required average hop count for satisfying the content request

while the network warms up. The individual curves show the statistics

for an increasing number of clusters in the network. In addition, there

is also a curve representing the average expected value of the distance

between two random ASes in the network. A steady drop in the required

hopcount is observed in both the figures. An interesting pattern to observe

is that the increase in the number of clusters did not have any significant

effect on the hopcount. Moreover, when caching everywhere, a single clus-

ter seems to perform better than multiple clusters. Subfigure (c) shows

an analysis of the distance of the nearest interested AS for the content

requests generated during the interval. As expected, the nearest inter-

ested AS becomes closer as the number of clusters increase. However, this

does not affect the content fetching hopcount as expected. This counter-

intuitive result shows us that clustering the network into multiple parts

and duplicating the caching responsibility might not be as effective as it

seems theoretically. Detailed measurement results and visualizations can

be found in Publication V.

3.4 Redundancy Elimination by Cooperation

In the previous chapters, we have discussed reducing the redundancy of

Internet traffic by means of inspecting the content of the packet and re-

moving duplicate parts from the core network as well as by optimizing the

caches to store redundancy free data. In this chapter, we will explore how

duplicate traffic in the network can be reduced by means of cooperation

among the clients.

The Internet has been transformed from a means to perform simple

client-server communication into a large content sharing network. A com-

mon phenomenon in content sharing is the flash popularity of a certain

content over a short period of time. During this period, a large number

of consumers across the world download and enjoy the content using dif-

ferent means. Usually, the method of delivery from the content providers

to the consumers involves some monetary transaction (or not for free con-

tent) and then a unicast delivery of the content. Another flash popularity

trend, especially among the young generation, is that of the peer-trend.
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Once a particular piece of content becomes “hip” or stylish among a group

of peers, every member of that peer group wants to download and consume

that content to be up-to-date with the latest trend. However, a major por-

tion of the content distribution (music, videos, games) in any case follows

the “Long Tail” effect [14]. Consequently, only a few content distributors

utilize this temporal common interest in recent “popular” content. One

of the primary reasons for such conservative behavior on the distributors’

part is to prevent piracy and unauthorized distribution [117].

We explored the possibility of utilizing this group based interest in con-

tent to reduce the duplicacy in the content delivery. In addition, we also

analyzed the effect of client cooperation on the energy efficiency of the

client devices. The implemented solution, named GroupDL, works with

a group of friends who are interested in the same content. It allows sev-

eral of these friends to gather and order the content together. The con-

tent server, upon receiving a group request, delivers just one copy of the

content to the whole group in a way that the group can collaborate and

reconstruct copies of the content for each member. Clients download only

a portion of the whole content using the cellular interface while retrieving

the rest of it from their peers using another interface. The solution also

offers a security mechanism to prevent any eavesdropping, and allows a

tight grip over the content by the provider.

3.4.1 Cooperation Techniques

Some recent research works have proposed methods of combining the cel-

lular and ad-hoc connectivity of a hand-held device [136, 57, 79, 124, 75,

150] to reduce the amount of power consumption. In addition, the authors

of [136] explored the possibility of improving the data download speed by

using opportunistic ad-hoc connections among nearby peers. In this way,

the nearby peers collaborate and share the downloaded data that might

be of interest to other peers. Proposals in [79, 57, 124] are also similar in

that they also seek for cooperation among peers; however, they are based

on a high-maintenance tree-based node structure, which prevents them

from being very energy efficient.

The cooperation technique proposed in Publication VI, GroupDL, uti-

lizes the interest of a group of nearby people (e.g., a group of friends) in the

same content. Instead of each member of the group downloading the con-

tent individually and generating duplicate traffic over the network, the

work proposes a model where the content provider sells a bulk-cooperative
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Clients send a registration req
where they are assigned a group
ID and a shared secret.

Each client sends file req:
<req flag, grp ID, grp size, filename>
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the clients to send
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Server sends file-info, and 
fingerprint file to each client

Server starts sending chunks to 
each client. Each client receives 
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Figure 3.5. GroupDL protocol: The server push. c© [2011] IEEE
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Request for chunk with a fingerprint

Response with the chunk if available

Figure 3.6. GroupDL Protocol: The client exchange. c© [2011] IEEE

download. In this model, the interested group buys the bulk content from

the provider at a reduced price, and gets entitled to a single copy of the

content (as shown in Figure 3.5), which then can be shared among them

via a second peer to peer network connection (as shown in Figure 3.6).

The whole process of downloading the copy from the provider, and then

distributing it among the group members is done using a safe and secure

method where the interest of the content provider is preserved. Due to the

single unicast download from the content provider, the load on the servers

is lower than a traditional content download. Additionally, the consumers

receive a lower rate from the provider, which should incentivize the con-

sumers to download in a group rather than individually.

The advantage of GroupDL is twofold. The network needs to carry less

duplicate traffic, thus reducing redundancy, and the client terminals’ (as-

suming the consumers are using mobile terminals such as cell phones)

energy consumption can be reduced by using a less power hungry inter-

face for peer to peer transfer of data.
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3.4.2 Measurement Techniques

To measure the effect of GroupDL over the total network bandwidth, and

the energy consumption of client devices, we have performed two different

levels of measurement. The first part of the measurement was done using

the NS-3 simulator. The simulation provided us with the data of how the

amount of duplicate traffic over the Internet is reduced according to the

increase of the group size of cooperating users. In addition, measurements

were also performed using real cell phones to get a definite idea of the

power consumption.

For the prototype implementation, a version of the algorithm was devel-

oped in C for the Maemo platform [81], which is a Linux flavored mobile

operating system used in Nokia N900 devices. The server was accessed

through a 3G (HSPA) connection using a subscription with a maximum

384 kbps download speed, and the maximum WiFi throughput was 10

Mbps. The clients were kept within a room, and the WLAN interfaces of

the clients were used in ad-hoc mode for the collaboration process. We

have measured 0.9 Watt as an ideal value of 3G interface power usage

to compute theoretical predictions, and 1.25 Watt and 1.18 Watt for WiFi

transmit and receive operations respectively.

The prototype consists of a GroupDL server accessed over the 3G net-

work and multiple GroupDL clients running on N900 devices. These

client devices can turn only one interface on at a time, consequently, after

the server-push phase, the interface was changed from 3G to WLAN or

Bluetooth to continue with the collaboration part.

3.4.3 Effect of Cooperation on Energy Efficiency

Let us take a look at the measurement performed on real devices to un-

derstand the effect of cooperation on energy consumption.

GroupDL allows the content provider to distribute the energy consump-

tion of the service to the edge. As the provider is transmitting only one

copy of the content per group, the power usage at the data centers should

come down in orders of magnitude. On the other hand, the subscribers

have the option of using any of the available local area interfaces (e.g.

WiFi, infrared, Bluetooth) for the collaboration part, allowing them to

drive down their own energy consumption level to a minimum. Adding to

the list of advantages, the usage of the operator base station as well as

the congestion factor of the shared cellular spectrum are minimized while
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Figure 3.7. Total energy consumption of a client device. c© [2011] IEEE

using GroupDL.

We have created a simple theoretical model of the energy consumption

profile to understand how much effect the switching from cellular inter-

face to the WiFi interface would have. Details of the theoretical model can

be found in Publication VI. However, when we measured the total energy

consumption of the N900 devices using GroupDL, the power usage level

of the devices revealed many other factors influencing the energy con-

sumption value. Figure 3.7 shows a comparison between the theoretical

value and the measured value of a real device. To understand the dif-

ferent influences, let us consider a detailed energy consumption scenario

from a mobile device during a download session. Figure 3.8 presents the

power usage of a traditional client and a GroupDL client with two and five

clients in a group, from top to bottom respectively. The numbered labels

in the figure show the different events reflected in the power usage of the

device. For the traditional download, three separate events occur during

the lifetime of the download process: the device turns the 3G interface

on and starts downloading (label 1). Upon completion of the download,

the device starts the process of turning off the 3G interface (label 2) and

it enters an idle mode (label 3). On the other hand, a client running a

collaborative process such as GroupDL passes through more operations:

after downloading via the 3G interface (label 4), the device turns the 3G

interface off and WLAN interface on (label 5), after which the collabora-

tion process via the WLAN interface starts (label 6) and at the end the

WLAN interface is turned off (label 7).

The power usage of the 3G interface is seen to be higher than expected,

and the underlying cause of this is the inactivity timers of the radio re-
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source controller. These timers control the transition of the 3G interface

from one state to another [147]; thus if the incoming packets are spaced at

intervals as not to allow these timers to go off, the 3G interface of the mo-

bile device will stay active. A detailed analysis of the power consumption

can be found in Publication VI.

This work demonstrates that cooperative content distribution algorithms

have a positive effect on both the bandwidth usage and the energy con-

sumption values of mobile hand-held devices. The work also analyzes dif-

ferent network conditions and the 3G network technicalities that can af-

fect the energy consumption of the mobile devices during such operation.

Overall, the measurement analysis shows that the energy consumption of

mobile devices can be driven down considerably using cooperative down-

load algorithms in addition to less bandwidth usage and better economic

features.

3.5 Open Questions and Future Work

In the first phase of our research, we have discussed the content-independent

redundancy detection and its effect on processing power and memory con-

sumption. While Publication I and Publication II have extensively dis-

cussed the methods of reducing the needed states in memory and the pro-
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cessing, there is still scope to improve the elimination process for different

parts of the network. The traffic profile for the core network is different

from that of the access network, and a profile analysis could greatly im-

prove how the redundancy elimination process is applied to the traffic.

On the other hand, the clean-slate Internet architecture proposals, such

as ICN’s, already name a piece of content according to what it contains in-

stead of the server address. This feature helps the redundancy detection

and elimination problem. Nevertheless, how feasible it will be to demand

content processing from intermediate routers from an economic point of

view remains to be analyzed.

Turning our focus to more futuristic Internet architectures, Publication

IV, Publication III and Publication V focus on the caching mechanism

of ICN, a new family of internet architecture proposals. Reducing dupli-

cacy is somewhat taken care of in the ICN architecture as the contents

are already addressed using what they contain rather than the server ad-

dress, and thus make it easy to detect duplicacy irrespective of its origin.

However, duplicacy still remains in caching. We have proposed several

methods of reducing such duplicacy within the caches; however, there is

still scope to improve on our proposals. A common source of feedback

concerning our detour-based proposals was a concern about latency and

congestion. Whether it is feasible to solve the problem of detour with-

out increasing the latency (at all) remains an open question, however, as

demonstrated in the publications, latency can definitely be lowered by

increasing the level of cache hits. A future proposal can take into ac-

count latency as a proximity parameter instead of hop count to make sure

that the path with the least latency among the suitable paths are cho-

sen. In addition, the clustering proposal in Publication V can be further

improved to take into account the interest of a region, and thus allow in-

telligent clustering. Further, a hybrid system can be developed including

both CDNs and proposed clustering methods to gain the benefits of both

worlds. While the CDNs can offer caching services for big enterprises,

caching the most popular part of the content popularity distribution, the

small router-based content caches implementing the detour proposal can

find their own niche by serving the small to medium content providers.
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4. Conclusion

The Internet, as of today, is primarily used as a means of content sharing.

With the ever increasing user-base of the Internet, it is becoming increas-

ingly difficult for the content providers to cope with the demand. While

large corporations resort to content sharing services such as CDNs, small

to medium scale enterprises struggle financially to purchase and main-

tain such a service. Considering that overlay caching services are already

provided by the contemporary Internet, and there is the promise of even

better in-network caching services by clean-slate designs such as ICN, the

opportunities for using these caches to alleviate the aforementioned prob-

lem are immense. As the current caching practices encourage content

duplication to ensure that popular contents are available by the shortest

possible route, the majority of the content is swapped out of the caches to

accommodate this redundancy. On the other hand, due to large scale du-

plication of content by the consumers, redundancy at a content level also

rises very rapidly in the core transport network, which cannot be detected

by traditional methods due to various reasons such as different file names

etc.

This work explores the aforementioned phenomena, and proposes sev-

eral solutions to reduce redundancy in the network by either efficiently

detecting and removing the inter-content similarities, or by utilizing the

available cache space of the network more intelligently to cache more ob-

jects than are possible today. This dissertation demonstrates that by effi-

ciently detecting inter-content duplication, it is possible to reduce a high

proportion of duplicacy without incurring expensive data or processing

overheads.

In addition to reducing the content redundancy of the data packets pass-

ing through the network, it is also important to utilize the existing caches

in the network efficiently. While most of the existing works look at the
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caches from a latency reduction point of view, this dissertation looks at

the problem from a different viewpoint and demonstrates the effect of the

caches if they are optimized to utilize space and reduce duplicity. The ex-

perimental results show that it is possible to increase the cached contents

drastically by making sure that duplication is minimized in the caches.

A supplementary work of this dissertation looks at the impact of redun-

dancy elimination on the energy consumption of the mobile devices. Dur-

ing the distribution of popular contents, a redundancy aware distribution

mechanism can make sure that the traffic is duplicated until the last mile

as little as possible, and that the clients are using less energy-hungry

methods of downloading. As a result, the congestion at the core network

is reduced, and the energy consumption of the end-devices is minimized.
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